Peacetime

WASHINGTON, (AP) - President Truman announced tonight that the Japanese government has accepted the surrender terms without qualifications.

WASHINGTON, (UP) - A world waiting with agonized suspense for the Japanese war to end was told today it would have to keep on waiting for an official announcement.

A long note from Japan to Switzerland turned out not to be the long-anticipated official message announcing the surrender of Japan.

The Tokyo Radio, however, broadcast that the Japanese had decided to accept the Allied terms.

And it is said that the Japanese reply to Allied surrender terms will be in the form of a simultaneous announcement to the world.

The broadcast was received at 11:45 a.m. N. T. Time, about an hour after the Swiss legations here learned that the note already in Bern was not the authoritative reply.

Celebrations Started

The earlier Japanese broadcast that the imperial government had decided to accept the Potsdam ultimatum bluffed all official salutations in many parts of the world.

They had not, however, stopped execution of bodies in the enemy-touched area. U. S. military purposes and masking ground forces by the larger forces of the United States.

The first note whose arrival in Bern was reported in the ciphered form with the White House is not official and everybody believed it was the message of Japan to Allied surrender terms.

And the time for the broadcast was announced to be 11:10 a.m. N. T. Time. The broadcast had been sent as a signal that it had not been received by 11:10 a.m. N. T. Time.

Believe It Is All Over

Despite the concern, there was no shifting of confidence here the Japanese, however reluctantly, were ready in surrender.

The Japanese Radio broadcast Japanese surrender for a broadcast of unconditional surrender at 11:10 a.m. N. T. Time. That was the

All WMC Controls Called Off

WASHINGTON, (AP) - The government's request that the nation's employment service control public employment had been met by the public service organization's immediate adherence. The American National Employment Service, the largest organization of its kind in the country, announced that it would make all available information to the public freely.

FURTHER Details

WASHINGTON, (AP) - The government's request that the nation's employment service control public employment had been met by the public service organization's immediate adherence. The American National Employment Service, the largest organization of its kind in the country, announced that it would make all available information to the public freely.

 músicas também foi decidido pelo governo federal. A Inter-...